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A B S T R A C T . This article examines how the judge balances the normative
obligation of neutrality with the bureaucratic demand for efficiency in recorded
plea-bargaining encounters. The analysis demonstrates three kinds of judicial
conduct by employing the methodology of conversation analysis. First, the
judge displays an attitude or an outlook toward the accused or aspects of the
case in an embedded manner. Second, the judge facilitates the bargaining
process. The judge organizes an opening and a closing of the bargaining
encounters, and elicits bargaining activities from the attorneys. Third, the
judge moves the bargainers toward resolution. The judge may overtly suggest a
bargaining proposal, subtly intervene in the bargaining positions to show
approval or disapproval, and press the bargainers to overcome obstacles. The
analysis shows that the judge’s conduct influences the bargaining processes
and outcomes. The implication of this article is twofold. On the one hand,
justice in plea bargaining is implemented in practice and is shaped by the
practical ways in which judges manage their role in the interactions. On the
other hand, the judge’s role is shaped by the normative obligation of neutrality
as reconciled with the practical demands for efficiency. Therefore, the
administration of justice in plea bargaining both shapes and is shaped by the
judge’s conduct as balanced between neutrality and efficiency.

K E Y W O R D S : conversation analysis, justice, legal communication, neutrality, plea
bargaining

Introduction

Plea bargaining is a nontrial mode of courtroom transaction that consists of an
exchange between prosecution and defense in criminal cases (Alschuler, 1976,
1979; Langbein, 1979; Maynard, 1984). In exchange for a guilty plea, the defend-
ant receives dispositional concessions from the state (Alschuler, 1979; Feeley,
1979b; Maynard, 1984). The state, in turn, gets cases processed expeditiously
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with minimal expenditure of legal time (Feeley, 1979c; Maynard, 1984). As an
alternative to a trial mode of procedure, plea bargaining presents itself as an 
economical method of criminal justice. It provides the means of disposing of
cases with less expenditure of time and money than full-scale trials (Heumann,
1978; Maynard, 1984). Practitioners endorse plea bargaining as an essential
component of the criminal justice system, which is the ‘most effective way of
reducing their caseloads while at the same time doing justice’ (Maynard, 1984:
169; see also Langbein, 1979). Its efficiency in handling heavy caseloads has
made American criminal courts dependent on plea bargaining as a matter of
economic necessity (Alschuler, 1979). Given this administrative dependence,
judges are encouraged to use plea bargaining to expedite case processing
(Heumann, 1978).

However, critics charge that plea bargaining is a ‘triumph of administrative
and organizational interests over justice’ (Feeley, 1979a: 201). They argue that
plea bargaining deprives the accused of a constitutional right to trial by an impar-
tial jury (Heinz and Kerstetter, 1979; Langbein, 1979). Out of prosecutorial and
judicial eagerness to dispose of cases, it penalizes an innocent person who pleads
guilty to avoid the risk of severe punishment, while granting ‘undue leniency’ to
a guilty person who pleads (Heumann and Loftin, 1979: 394; see also Heinz and
Kerstetter, 1979; McDonald, 1979). At the center of such criticism has been a
debate over the potential conflict between judicial participation in the plea-
bargaining process and the judge’s obligation to serve as a neutral arbiter.
Theoretically, judges are prohibited from direct participation in plea nego-
tiations.1 The rationale for such a prohibition is based on the ideal of impartiality
and that judges’ actions tend to have an inherently coercive quality (Alschuler,
1976; Heinz and Kerstetter, 1979; Ryan and Alfini, 1979). However, the litera-
ture shows that judges do play a significant role in actual plea negotiations. 
The type of judicial participation ranges from passive ratification to active
involvement in the exchange of sentences (Friedman, 1979; Heinz and Kerstetter,
1979; Heumann, 1978; Ryan and Alfini, 1979). Moreover, empirical studies
indicate that judicial participation contributes to the expeditious processing of
negotiations, rational and fair dispositions, improved information flow, and indi-
vidualized punishment (Alschuler, 1976; Heumann, 1978; Morris, 1974; Rosett
and Cressey, 1976). The discrepancy between theory and the practical reality of
judicial participation raises serious questions about the neutrality of the judge’s
role in actual plea bargains.

Although the literature of plea bargaining lacks empirical research on the
neutrality of the judge’s role, researchers in other legal contexts have paid atten-
tion to the issue of neutrality. For example, in a study of hearings in the London
Small Claims Court, Atkinson (1992) argues that arbitrators present themselves
as neutral by deploying particular forms of acknowledgement in response to the
claims of the conflicting parties. Arbitrators acknowledge in such a way as to
avoid both affiliation with and disaffiliation from the conflicting parties. In
describing this, Atkinson does not discuss whether arbitrators are substantially
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neutral in reconciling two conflicting positions. In their study of British divorce
mediation hearings, Greatbatch and Dingwall (1989) conclude that mediators
can exert a considerable influence on the disputants’ decision-making processes,
through what they call ‘selective facilitation’ – a range of communication 
behaviors that focuses on particular preferred outcomes. While maintaining a
posture of formal neutrality, mediators may selectively facilitate a preferred out-
come by differentially creating opportunities to talk. Finally, in a study of
mediation hearings in California, Garcia (1995) finds that mediators subtly influ-
ence the outcome of the mediation process by shaping disputants’ representation
of their positions. Mediators may constrain disputants’ self-representations.
Further, in representing disputants’ positions, mediators may exercise control
over the resolution of the dispute by paraphrasing, extending, or replacing them.
Thus, Garcia implies that the appearance of mediator neutrality may be belied by
specific, and perhaps unavoidable descriptive practices.

In this article, I examine the issue of judicial neutrality in the context of plea-
bargaining encounters. Through the detailed analysis of bargaining interactions,
I investigate whether and how the judge’s conduct influences the processes and
outcomes of plea negotiations. In so doing, I describe ways in which the norma-
tive obligation of neutrality is balanced with the administrative demand for
efficiency. Thereby, I analyze how the judge’s role shapes, and is shaped by, the
conflicting normative and practical demands of the plea-bargaining system.

Data and methodology

This article centers on two misdemeanor criminal cases in a California municipal
court, collected by Maynard (1984) in the mid-1970s, and involving a single
judge. Both cases are audio-recorded.

Following Maynard (1984), I refer to the first case as the Frank Bryan Case.
The defendant is charged with violating section 647f of the California penal code,
disorderly conduct, and section 148, resisting a public officer. At that time, the
148 offense had a maximum penalty of 1 year in jail and a $1000 fine, whereas
the 647f charge carried a maximum 6 months and a $500 fine (Maynard,
1984). The bargaining proceeds in two stages. First, the negotiators contend over
which charge will be dropped in exchange for a guilty plea to the other (Maynard,
1984). The public defender proposes a guilty plea to the 647f (disorderly 
conduct), while the district attorney proposes sentencing of the 148 (resisting a
public officer). Eventually, the district attorney acknowledges the proposed guilty
plea to the 647f. Second, the negotiators bargain over the sentence of the 647f
charge. The public defender proposes a $25 fine, with no jail time. After the
judge’s intervention that the defendant has already served 10 hours in jail and 
6 hours in the courtroom, the district attorney proposes a $75 fine. Eventually,
the public defender proposes a compromise offer of a $50 fine, and the district
attorney accepts it.

The second case is the Maria Dominguez Case (Maynard, 1984). The 
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defendant is charged with violating section 487.1 of the California penal code,
grand theft. She is 65 years old, and has worked in a Catholic church as a house-
keeper for nuns and priests for 20 years. She allegedly shoplifted $200 worth of
clothes by pinning them underneath her dress. The public defender reports that
she was under the influence of medication, which could cause a state of confu-
sion and delirium. Based on the claimed absence of clear intention in her act of
theft, the public defender proposes dismissal of the charge. However, the district
attorneys reject dismissal of the charge by pointing out that her act of theft was
highly sophisticated. The negotiators ended by agreeing to put the case over to a
131.3 report, a pre-plea report.

I transcribe and analyze these two audio-taped plea-bargaining sessions by
employing the methodology of conversation analysis (Heritage, 1984; Sacks et
al., 1974). The analysis focuses on three kinds of judicial conduct:

● First, the judge may display an attitude or an outlook toward the accused or
aspects of the case in an embedded manner, which I will refer to as displaying
stance (cf. Whalen and Zimmerman, 1990).

● Second, the judge can facilitate the bargaining process. The judge can 
organize an opening and a closing of the bargaining encounters, and elicit
bargaining activities from the attorneys.

● Third, the judge may move the bargainers toward resolution. The judge may
overtly suggest a bargaining proposal, subtly intervene in the bargaining 
positions to show approval or disapproval, and press the bargainers to over-
come obstacles.

Through the detailed analysis of these three modes of conduct, I show that
bargaining processes and outcomes are shaped by the judge’s participation in the
interactions between the defense and the prosecution. The implications of my
analysis make available the role of the judge in enacting a negotiated form of
justice (Maynard, 1984).2

Displaying stance

While orienting to the normative obligation of neutrality, judges may display an
attitude or an outlook toward the accused or aspects of the case in an embedded
manner, which I refer to as displaying stance (cf. Whalen and Zimmerman,
1990). The judge’s stance may be consequential for the ways in which the attor-
neys take and formulate their positions at various junctures in the subsequent
talk. For example, in the Frank Bryan Case, the judge displays an initial stance at
its very opening by providing a sympathetic description of the defendant, to which
the public defender immediately affiliates (here, as elsewhere, ‘J’ indicates the
judge, ‘PD’ indicates the public defender, and ‘DA’ indicates the district attorney):

Extract 1: FBC 0:05

1 J1: A:n now that brings us to Frank Bryan.
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2 ( ): ˙hhh [h hhhh
3 J1:1 → [Is he the poor chap sitting out there all by h[imself,
4 PD2: [Ye:ah
5 2 → he’s the sweet man with the nice smile, (0.5) a:nd this is ay
6 six forty seven ef an’ a one forty eight. ((throat clear))=
7 DA3: =(thi-) these (Wednesday) specials by the way are on: th- the
8 date set for trial one eleven¿

As soon as he opens the Frank Bryan Case at l. 1, the judge provides a person
description of the defendant at arrow 1. The judge’s characterization of the
defendant indexes his attitude in two ways. First, the judge describes the defend-
ant as a pitiable figure through his sympathetic characterization of him as a ‘poor
chap.’ Second, the judge indexes his stance toward the fact that the defendant 
has already served some time in the courtroom. By incorporating ‘sitting out
there all by himself ’ into his characterization of the defendant, the judge conveys
that the defendant has paid for his misdemeanor by spending time in the court-
room. In addition, through the use of the phrase, ‘all by himself,’ the judge
implies that the Frank Bryan Case is the last case to be dealt with that day and
that the defendant has spent more time than other defendants waiting for the
case to be dealt with. At arrow 2, the public defender immediately formulates a
favorable moral character of the defendant in coordination with the judge’s 
circumstantial description. Given the judge’s characterization of the pitiable and
nonthreatening state of the defendant (recall that the defendant is charged with
resisting a public officer and disorderly conduct), the public defender comple-
ments it with the defendant’s moral character, ‘the sweet man with the nice
smile,’ in following his agreement, ‘ye:ah’ (l. 4), with the case report (ll. 5–6).

Significantly, the judge manages to display stance in such a way as to main-
tain a posture of neutrality. The display of stance is not done as a primary action
in its own right; it is embedded in another activity, that of identifying the defend-
ant (cf. Jefferson, 1987). By formulating a person reference through the use of a
referential form, ‘he,’ followed by a descriptive phrase, ‘the poor chap sitting out
there all by himself ’ (arrow 1), the judge constructs his talk as occupied with
matching the defendant of the case with a person in the courtroom (cf. Robinson,
1998). Thus, the judge manages to get his stance displayed embeddedly in his
action primarily aimed at requesting confirmation of the defendant’s identity.
Thereby, the judge continues to attend to the norm of neutrality while displaying
stance.

The judge’s stance thus displayed at the very beginning reverberates through
the subsequent interaction at various junctures. For example, when the Frank
Bryan Case resumes after a digression initiated by the district attorney at ll. 7–8
in Extract 1, the public defender starts presenting the case (Extract 2).

Extract 2: FBC 0:57

1 PD2: ˙hh ((lips parting)) Did he acshually strike an officer¿
2 (2.0)
3 DA3: Hmm:,
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4 (1.0)
5 PD2: ˙hh See this tu- i- he’s comes he’s drunk. and he comes home
6 to his own house at wh- whe where e’d have a fight with ’is
7 family, ˙hhh an’ he’s out in front of ’is in ’is own front
8 yard with ’is (0.2) parently: havin’ such a fight er[:  least ]
9 DA3: [His mu-]

10 his mother having called the police.
11 PD2: M(h)oth(h)er h(h)aving c(h)alled thu(h) c(h)ops, ˙hhh i- it’s
12 a fa:mily thing. <He’s screamin’ an’ an’ ish then sayin’
13 fuck. an’ all that kinda stuff. ˙hh or motherfuck. I assume,
14 a:nd u:m
15 ( ): [˙hh shh °huh(huh)
16 J1: [hihhihhihhihhihhihhihhihhi[hhihhihhihhihihhihhihhihhihh=
17 PD2: [yih kno:w, ˙hh getting into what=
18 (J1): =[hihhihhihhihhih ih hh ih hh ˙hh hh ˙hh hh ˙hh ih hih ] ih=
19 PD2: =[(°>i- trans I-<)   happening  there, (.) and  he’s  drunk.]
20 (J1): =hih ih [˙hh (   ) ]
21 PD2: → [And this] is I mean the same i- a very happy go lucky
22 → good natured guy, as you can tell for sitteen out in the
23 → courtroom, ˙hh £an’ when the police come onto his own home,
24 his ca(h)stle (h)he dec(h)ides (h)he ai(h)n’t go(h)in’
25 w(h)ithout makin’ some trouble. £ ˙hhh
26 ((£ = smile voice))

In presenting the case, the public defender tries to downgrade its seriousness. For
example, when the district attorney intervenes in the case presentation with the
fact that the mother has called the police (ll. 9–10), the defender treats it as
laughable by inserting laughter tokens into his utterances and using vernacular
‘thu(h) c(h)ops’ (l. 11). The defender further lightens the seriousness of the case
by using curses such as ‘fuck’ and ‘motherfuck’ (l. 13). During such case presen-
tation, the judge subtly joins in the defender’s treatment of the case as nonserious
and laughable by producing laughter at ll. 16, 18 and 20 (cf. Jefferson, 1979). At
this point, the public defender evokes his earlier description of the defendant at 
l. 5 in Extract 1 with the phrase of ‘a very happy go lucky good natured guy’ 
(ll. 21–22) and adds that the defendant has been ‘sitteen out in the courtroom’
(ll. 22–23), thereby reusing some of the judge’s words from the previous descrip-
tion at l. 3 in Extract 1. Thus, in constructing his case presentation, the defender
displays an orientation to the stance taken by the judge at the very opening of
the case.

After the case presentation, the district attorney and public defender initiate
negotiations. Recall that Frank Bryan is charged with resisting a public officer
(section 148 of the California penal code), and disorderly conduct (section 647f ).
The latter was the less serious of the two. In proceeding the bargaining, the
defense and the prosecution first negotiate over which charge to drop in exchange
for a guilty plea to the other (Maynard, 1984). When they reach an agreement
over the charge bargaining, the defense and prosecution then move on to the 
bargaining over the sentence of the charge. At such a major juncture of shifting
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from the charge bargaining to sentence bargaining, the judge brings up the time
issue he indexed at the very opening of the case.

Extract 3: FBC 3:10

1 DA3: Uh- (0.2) I- I think it’s a case that oughta be i- uh
2 settled. It’s a=
3 PD2: =°Okay.=
4 DA3: =strikes me as a dandy one forty eight uh- (1.0) >probably
5 better one fortyeight than a six fortyseven ef< if you wanna
6 be very stric[t about it.
7 PD2: [Wull I- thu- I see it as a six forty seven ef.
8 uh: ’e didn’ lay hands on any officers, ˙hh if he ’and’t been
9 so drunk I assume nothing none’uh this woulda ha:ppened.

((12 lines omitted))
10 PD2: The officers: weh conduct was highly commendable. ˙hh and if
11 my client accidentally tripped a(h)nd c(h)onked hhis hhead, ˙hh
12 hhh I hha(h)m s(h)ure thhet (.)[˙hh  ju(h)stice  was ]d(h)one
13 DA3: [On the other hand I-]
14 DA3: I don’t know that the substantial interests of justice
15 require anythin’ more than a plea to six forty seven ef,
16 ( ): ˙h[h
17 J1: → [He’s been he:re, uh no:w for u[m:]
18 PD2: [hh]hh[h
19 J1: → [six hours¿
20 DA3: So uv I, your honor.=
21 PD2: =I I’ve su(h)- I (buhl(h)ievet) [(hih)
22 J1: [We’ll give you credit [for=
23 PD2: [˙hhh
24 J1: =ti[me served.
25 DA3: [Yes sir heh heh [(˙hh)/(hah)
26 PD2: [Okay, uh: twenny fi dollar fine? <does
27 that so:und justicy? justiceable?

As soon as the district attorney acknowledges the guilty plea to 647f charge (dis-
orderly conduct) at ll. 13–15, the judge thematizes the time the defendant spent
in the courtroom at arrow 1. At a point where the charge bargaining is possibly
over, the judge picks up the term he indexed at the opening, that the defendant
has been in the courtroom for 6 hours. By computing the time the defendant
spent in the courtroom, the judge implies that he has received a degree of
punishment already. Indeed, the public defender proposes a very small fine of $25
with no jail time in initiating the sentence bargaining at ll. 26–27.3 Thus, the
judge’s stance displayed at the opening of the case comes into play at a major
juncture of the subsequent bargaining.

Still later in the interaction, when the prosecution and the defense bargain
over the sentence after the defender’s proposal of a $25 fine in Extract 3, the dis-
trict attorney tries to disaffiliate with the judge’s stance displayed at the opening.
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Extract 4: FBC 5:26

1 PD2: It sounds to me like between ten to twelve hours in jail.
2 (0.5)
3 DA3: He has ub a: one prior. (0.3) conviction in this jurisdiction
4 with thee uhm (0.8) sheriff ’s office, of of interestingly
5 enough. u:v striking a public officer and of disturbing
6 peace.
7 PD2: Will you knock it off. ((disgusting tone))
8 (0.5)
9 PD2: You wanna make a federal case out of this¿

10 DA3: N:o, [I I just ] think [that that i]t’s it’s not uh this uh=
11 PD2: [ ˙h h h ]        [   h  h  m ]
12 DA3:→ =happy go lucky chap’s uh first (1.0) encounter with uh um
13 (1.8) [(         )]
14 PD2: [Statistically] if you got black skin:. you ar (0.2) you
15 ar (.) highly likely to contact the police. I think
16 uh:substantially more likely than if you’re white.

After the public defender’s proposal of a $25 fine, the judge asked how long the
defendant was in jail (not illustrated). The public defender leaves the room to find
it out, and returns with ‘it sounds to me like between ten to twelve hours in jail’
(l. 1). At this point, the district attorney brings up the prior conviction of the
defendant (ll. 3–6) and the public defender undercuts its significance (ll. 7 and 9).
In response to such depreciation, the district attorney takes up and complains
about the defender’s earlier person description of the defendant as ‘happy go
lucky chap’ (arrowed). The district attorney tries to fight against such a character
assessment by contrasting it with the fact that this is not the defendant’s ‘first
(1.0) encounter’ (arrowed). Thus, the district attorney shows an unfavorable 
attitude to the defender’s earlier person description of the defendant, which is in
affiliation with the judge’s description at the very opening of the case. Eventually,
the district attorney proposed a $75 fine, to which the defender proposed a com-
promise offer of a $50 fine. They ended by agreeing with a $50 fine.

In sum, the judge in the Frank Bryan Case displays stance at the very outset.
His sympathetic description of the defendant, although embedded, is consequen-
tial for the ways in which the attorneys take and formulate their positions at 
various junctures of the bargaining. Thus, the judge’s stance plays a significant
part in the bargaining interaction in ways that affect how the bargainers develop
their negotiation activities.

Facilitating the bargaining process

The overarching goal of the plea-bargaining system is in efficient resolution of
cases (Alschuler, 1976, 1979; Heumann, 1978; Heumann and Loftin, 1979;
Langbein, 1979). As such, it requires presiding judges to expedite the process of
bargaining sessions with ‘maximization of production and minimization of work’
(Alschuler, 1979: 236). In pursuit of facilitation of the bargaining process,
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judges involve themselves in the bureaucratic activity of agenda management
(Greatbatch and Dingwall, 1989; Kolb, 1981). They organize an opening and a
closing of the bargaining encounters, and elicit bargaining activities from the
attorneys. Through these activities of chairing the encounters, judges try to
shorten the duration of each bargaining session with ‘mass processing’ of cases
(Mileski, 1971).

In Extract 5 from the Frank Bryan Case, the judge organizes its opening in such
a way as to expedite processing of the caseloads scheduled for the day in question.

Extract 5: FBC 0:05

1 J1:1 → A:n now that brings us to Frank Bryan.
2 ( ): ˙hhh [h hhhh
3 J1: [Is he the poor chap sitting out there all by h[imself,
4 PD2: [Ye:ah
5 he’s the sweet man with the nice smile, (0.5) a:nd this is ay
6 six forty seven ef an’ a one forty eight. ((throat clear))=
7 DA3: =(thi-) these (Wednesday) specials by the way are on: th- the
8 date set for trial one eleven¿
9 PD2: Yes

10 J1: Yeuh (0.4) yeuh
11 (1.4)
12 DA3: A:nd uh that indicates does it a- a possible uh ah dispo¿
((13 lines omitted))
13 J1: and time would be (waived) for that purpose. <So it covers
14 all the possibilities.
15 DA3: °Arright.
16 J1:2 → Now on Frank Bryan?
17 (2.0)
18 PD2: ˙hh ((lips parting)) Did he acshually strike an officer¿

The judge begins his opening with ‘a:n now’ at arrow 1. His use of ‘a:n’ exhibits
that the Frank Bryan Case is not the first case the practitioners are processing. By
prefacing the opening with ‘a:n,’ the judge orients to the Frank Bryan Case as one
of a number of cases scheduled for the official bargaining (Heritage and Sorjonen,
1994). Thus, in organizing the opening, the judge facilitates a move from 
previous case(s) to the Frank Bryan Case.

At arrow 2, the judge re-opens the Frank Bryan Case by expediting a shift from
a digression to the main agenda. After the public defender initiates a report on the
Frank Bryan Case (ll. 5–6), the district attorney departs from it by asking about
another case (ll. 7–8). As soon as the district attorney acknowledges the judge’s
talk (l. 15), the judge immediately resumes the Frank Bryan Case (arrow 2). By
resuming the opening with ‘now’ at arrow 2, the judge not only returns to the
bargaining of the Frank Bryan Case from the digression, but also marks the
resumed bargaining as the main agenda of the encounter (cf. Heritage and
Sorjonen, 1994).4 Thus, through the activity of immediately re-opening the
Frank Bryan Case, the judge expedites case processing, while keeping the parties
focused on the main agenda.
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Once the case opens up for the official negotiation, the practitioners perform a
range of activities besides bargaining over the charge, such as presenting the
case, discussing the facts, assessing the defendant, and so on (Maynard, 1984).
While the practitioners may engage themselves in those activities to establish
their positions, judges orient themselves to expeditious case processing. In Extract
6 from the Maria Dominguez Case, the judge prompts the public defender to enter
into the bargaining over the charge by eliciting his bargaining position (Maynard,
1982, 1984).

Extract 6: MDC 4:13

1 J1: She ever had any violations [(°fer anything°)¿
2 PD1: [That’s it, she’s
3 ha:d (.) Nothing,=(it’s) for <Twe:nny years> she worked up
4 there innuh:- in thuh church of San Ramon with all these
5 people >she’s a very religious lady¿< all these uh:- (.)
6 these uh:- (.) Mexican Catholics up there=they jus’ (.)
7 think the wor:ld ov ’er=they say oh my god >I cdn’
8 believe it<=I spen’ uh- (0.5) wz it Monday this week?
9 Yeah=Monday this week, up there uh:- no ↑Friday >of this

10 week.< (.) up there uh: er la:st week, (.) talking with
11 th’m, (0.5) a:n’ uh (0.3) they ji:st- (.) >y’know< =°I°
12 got:uh some sisters >who’re willing to come in ’n state
13 they’ve known her fer all this period of time?< an: (.)
14 she:’s jus’ (.) ha:z a (.) tremendous reputation fer
15 ↑ho:nesty ’n [°very relija-
16 J1: → [What do you want?=
17 PD1: =Want it dismissed
18 (2.2)
19 PD1: Was’n- she was obviously not <acting> on ’er own free will

The public defender has been presenting the case for about 4 minutes before the
talk in Extract 6 occurs. He provided person descriptions of the defendant as a
religious, older lady; reported that the defendant is charged with grand theft; and
presented that she was under the influence of medications at the time of theft
(not illustrated). Thereby, he formulated the defendant’s theft as an involuntary
and anomalous act. When the judge asks about the defendant’s past record of
behavior (l. 1), the defender reproduces his earlier person descriptions of the
defendant (ll. 2–15).

At the arrow, the judge interrupts the defender’s repetitive description and
urges him to proceed to bargaining. Through the production of a first pair part of
eliciting a bargaining position, the judge normatively requires the defender to
report his position in termination of the ongoing descriptions, thereby expediting
the actual bargaining process (Maynard, 1982, 1984; Schegloff, 1995, in press).
While the defender engages a long stretch of talk for establishing the reasonable-
ness of his subsequently proposed dismissal, the judge interrupts such an activity
in order to expedite the bargaining process. Thus, through the activity of eliciting
a bargaining position, the judge facilitates the move from one phase of
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negotiation to the other, while requiring the defender to orient to the expeditious
processing of the case. Indeed, the public defender makes his position-report 
(l. 17), followed by the rationale of his proposed dismissal (l. 19).

When the prosecution and the defense reach an agreement, judges organize a
closing of the bargaining encounter. In Extract 7 from the Frank Bryan Case, the
judge expedites closing of the encounter while conveying his ratification of the
bargaining outcome in organizing the closing.

Extract 7: FBC 6:33

1 DA3: Is a seventy ^five dollar (fine)?
2 J1: Hh Heh huh. ˙hh-
3 PD2: Why don’t we compromise and make it fifty.
4 DA3: That’s done.
5 ( ): ˙hh
6 PD2: Ar[ri(h)ght.]
7 J1: → [ Just go ] on in an [wind it up.]
8 PD2: [(        ).]
9 (1.0)

10 J1: → ’n you c’n go out inta the rain.
11 (0.2)
12 PD2: Ok(h)ay.

In response to the district attorney’s proposal of a $75 fine (l. 1), the public
defender makes a compromise offer of a $50 fine (l. 3) (Note: the public defender
initially proposed a $25 fine before the talk above occurred – see Extract 3). As the
district attorney accepts the defender’s compromise offer (l. 4), the bargaining is
brought to a close (Maynard, 1982, 1984). When the public defender and the 
district attorney reach an agreement with an outcome of a $50 fine, the judge
organizes a closing at l. 7. By producing the closing in partial overlap with the
defender’s sequence-closing acceptance (l. 6), the judge expedites closing of the
encounter as soon as the bargaining sequence is brought to a possible closure
(Maynard, 1982, 1984; Schegloff, 1995, in press). Moreover, the judge shortens
the duration of the encounter by exercising his ‘veto’ power while organizing the
closing (Hagan and Bernstein, 1979). Rather than articulating whether he 
ratifies the settlement of a $50 fine, the judge conveys his ratification by letting
the negotiators close the encounter at arrows (ll. 7 and 10). Thus, the judge 
expedites closing of the case by performing his institutional role as a ratifier in
organizing the closing.

Moving the bargainers toward resolution

In principle, judges are prohibited from substantive participation in plea-bargaining
interactions (Alschuler, 1976, 1979; Heinz and Kerstetter, 1979; Heumann,
1978; Ryan and Alfini, 1979).5 Their role is normatively limited to that of an inde-
pendent third party to oversee the bargaining process. In practice, however, judges
intervene at various places in the bargaining interactions to urge resolutions, set
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the guidelines to the range of appropriate dispositional outcomes, assess the fair-
ness of bargaining positions, etc. (Heumann, 1978; Maynard, 1984). As the
administrative hierarchy of the court system demands efficient case dispositions,
judges in plea bargaining involve themselves in the activities of moving the 
bargainers toward speedy resolution. In the two bargaining encounters analyzed
in this article, the judge overtly suggests a bargaining proposal, intervenes in the
bargaining positions to show approval or disapproval, and presses the bargainers
to overcome obstacles.

In the Maria Dominguez Case (Extract 8), the judge overtly suggests a charge
in eliciting the district attorneys’ position. Recall that Maria Dominguez is
charged with grand theft. She pinned $200 worth of clothes underneath her
dress. The public defender proposes dismissal of the charge on the grounds 
that she was under the influence of medication at the time of theft. The district
attorneys, however, disagree by pointing out the sophistication of her actions.
After a series of questions by the judge about the defendant’s use of medications,
the judge asks how the defendant was caught. The public defender responds as
follows:

Extract 8: MDC 10:18

1 PD1: ay uh:- (1.2) ey uh: (0.5) store detective,=u:hm
2 (.) female was going through there, and uh she saw tha- (.)
3 tha- a shawl that was (0.3) hanging in=it wz- it was put in
4 (.) one of the louvers, (0.2) ’n th’t made ’er suspicious
5 (.) so she look’, (.) wen’ down (°and underneath the thing
6 [and-)
7 DA1: [Another sophistication=
8 J1: =Yeah
9 (2.5)

10 J1: What wouldju be willing to do on ’t,=would you be willin’
11 to cut it down,=she’s an older lady=if you had her on:
12 → (0.3) y’know, (.) give her a four eight four, if she’s got-
13 >and if< [  u h::  ] therapy and: uh::-
14 ???: [(    )]
15 (0.5)
16 DA1: I’d give her [a four eight four.
17 J1: [checked °on-
18 (1.2)
19 J1: Maybe that’s jus’ as well for her<she’s running a risk if
20 she gets a uh- [gra:nd theft
21 DA2: [Uh- how about a four eight four an’ ey- a
22 referral to probation?=
23 PD1: =No_

In response to the defender’s description (ll. 1–5), the district attorney points out
the sophistication of the defendant’s act (l. 7), to which the judge affiliates (l. 8).
After a 2.5-second silence (l. 9), the judge moves the bargaining forward by 
eliciting the district attorneys’ position (ll. 10–11). In so doing, the judge urges
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resolution by overtly nominating a reduced charge of section 484 of the
California penal code (petty theft) at l. 12.

While overtly suggesting a 484 charge at the arrow, the judge tries to present
a ‘neutralistic’ posture through the device of questioning (cf. Clayman, 1992;
Clayman and Heritage, 2002). Prior to making a suggestion, the judge starts with
eliciting the district attorneys’ position (ll. 10–11). The judge first produces a 
wh-question, thereby inviting an open range of bargaining positions (l. 10).
However, as soon as he completes the wh-question, the judge narrows down the
range of appropriate bargaining positions by embodying a preference for a
reduced charge through the design of a yes–no question (ll. 10–11). Before any
of the district attorneys respond to his elicitation, the judge works to establish a
context for appropriate bargaining positions by latching post-positioned asser-
tions at ll. 11–13 and 17 (cf. Clayman and Heritage, 2002). In so doing, the judge
accomplishes suggestion of a proposal of a 484 charge as part of the post-
positioned statements to his question, rather than as an action on its own. Thus,
while getting more specific and in effect assertive in eliciting the bargaining 
positions so as to nominate a reduced charge, the judge maintains a neutralistic
posture by designing his turn as a complex question with post-positioned 
statements.

The judge’s suggestion for the 484 charge is consequential for the bargaining
positions subsequently taken by the attorneys. DA1 literally takes up the judge’s
proposal in producing his position-report (l. 16), to which the defender withholds
any response as the 1.2-second silence indicates (l. 18). DA2 modifies the 
proposal by adding a referral to probation in providing his proposal (ll. 21–22), to
which the defender produces an immediate rejection (l. 23). Thus, the judge’s
suggestion bears on the actual bargaining proposals made by the district 
attorneys as well as the defender’s responses.

Judges may intervene in the bargaining in a more subtle way. In the Maria
Dominguez Case exemplified in Extracts 9 and 10, the judge subtly intervenes in
the bargaining positions by developing a line of questioning of seeking extenuat-
ing circumstances, eventually to show approval or disapproval. Recall that the
public defender argues that the defendant’s act is involuntary and is perhaps 
due to the influence of medication, whereas the district attorneys argue for 
the sophistication and intentionality of the defendant’s behavior in pinning the
clothes underneath her dress. During the contention over the defendant’s act, the
prosecution questioned whether the defendant actually took the medication. 
The public defender presents a counterargument to it by evidencing that the
defendant was under the influence of medication, part of which is illustrated at 
ll. 1–2 in Extract 9:

Extract 9: MDC 6:53

1 PD1: . . .and tuh this day (0.2) she: claims that she doesn’
2 remember what in the world ↑happened there.
3 (3.0)
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4 J1:1 → She got anything else going on in her life?
5 (1.2)
6 J1:1 → Y’know no divo:rce? [no-
7 PD1: [O:H No: [uh-
8 J1:1 → [cancer¿ [no-
9 PD1: [No: she’s

10 uh: (1.0) there’s a possibility that she’ll be going
11 back to Spain:=uh: (.) she:’s- she’s been living
12 down here fer a couple years=°’n (there’s)/(there’s this)
13 talk about her going back to Spain.°=
14 J1:2 → =Why¿ she (hav-)/(had) have seconals.
15 (1.5)
16 PD1: Uh:: (1.0) it was- I don’t know it was:: uh: ’t wz
17 prescribed by: (0.3) [doctor-
18 J1:3 → [I’she having some sleep
19 difficultie:s now?=
20 PD1: =Apparently, I don’t know=there- there’s a doctor Carlson
21 who prescribed thuh seconal:, (.) doctor Avalon (.)
22 prescribed thuh darvoset.
23 (0.4)
24 J1: Avalon’s a gee pee:, ’n (0.2) Carlson, I think is a sk-
25 skin doctor, (.) there may be another Carlson.=
26 DA2: =°What time of the day was it.°
27 (.)
28 PD1: This happened at like four thirty in th’ afternoon (.) on
29 Sunday.

As the prosecution and the defense fail to progress bargaining over the charge due
to the disagreement over the involuntariness of the defendant’s act, the judge
intervenes to search for whether the defendant actually took the medication. At
arrows 1–3, the judge develops a line of questioning that eventually serves to
move the public defender away from his position on the defendant’s actual use of
medication. At arrow 1, the judge searches for extenuating circumstances for the
defendant’s use of medication through a series of questions. The defender’s
responses fail to provide sufficient grounds for the defendant’s actual use of
medication (ll. 7, 9–13).

At arrow 2, the judge searches for other circumstances that could establish
the ground for the defendant’s use of medication. While embodying a presuppo-
sition that the defendant had seconals by formulating a wh-question, the judge
moves to seeking psychiatric grounds that could explain ‘why’ the defendant took
the medication (cf. Clayman and Heritage, 2002). The public defender does not
have relevant information and tries to recover the absence of information by 
presenting that the medication was prescribed (ll. 16–17).

At arrow 3, the judge further pursues the psychiatric grounds for the defend-
ant’s use of the medication. By producing another question with the same topical
agenda, the judge looks into a possible psychiatric problem while displaying that
the public defender has not supported the defendant’s use of the medication (cf.
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Boyd and Heritage, in press). The public defender again fails to provide the infor-
mation requested (ll. 20–22). Thus, the line of questioning developed by 
the judge at arrows 1–3 eventually serves to mitigate the factual grounds of the
public defender’s position on the defendant’s actual use of medication. While pro-
viding the defender with an opportunity to support his position through the series
of questions, the judge eventually distances the defender from his position on the
defendant’s actual use of medication.6

Shortly after intervening on the issue of the defendant’s actual use of medi-
cation, the judge intervenes on the issue of the irrationality of the defendant’s
act:

Extract 10: MDC 7:43

1 PD1: This happened at like four thirty in th’ afternoon (.) on
2 Sunday.
3 (0.4)
4 J1:1 → Were they (.) kinds of clothes that would fit her? or_
5 [’s it-
6 PD1: [NO: n’ that’s another thing. None o’ the clothes would
7 fit. <there wer- there were two different sizes. one was
8 large, and the other one ws sma:ll, tha- those were the two
9 sizes, an’ she takes: uh:=
10 J1:2 → =She jus’ took stuff in other words,=
11 PD1: =[Yeah
12 J1:2 → =[Not necessarily stuff fer her
13 PD1: ↑Yeah now like th- uh- (0.3) like fancy nightgowns, and uh:-
14 (1.0) let’ see I’ve got a whole list of the stuff here,
15 ( ): ghu hum ((clears throat))
16 (1.8)
17 PD1: I- it jus’ you know, it doesn’ make much sense=there wz
18 a- (0.8) that- (.) there were two blouses,=a large and
19 a small, (.) there’re two nightgowns,=a large. . .

At arrow 1, the judge initiates a question establishing a topical agenda of the 
irrationality of the defendant’s act, which is distinct from the one developed in
prior questions illustrated at arrows 1–3 in Extract 9. By initiating a question
regarding the irrationality of the defendant’s act, the judge moves on to inter-
vening in the district attorneys’ position (recall that the district attorneys argue
for the sophistication and intentionality of the defendant’s act). Significantly, in
addressing the issue on the district attorneys’ side, the judge questions the ration-
ality of the defendant’s act. While embodying a preference for a ‘yes’ answer
through the design of a yes–no question, the judge puts into question whether
the defendant’s act was rational. Moreover, by appending ‘or_ ’s it-’ the judge
reduces the preference and raises the possibility that the defendant’s theft was not
rational (Lindström, 1997). Thus, the judge opens up the irrationality of the
defendant’s act and mitigates an untoward import of his question to the public
defender’s position. Indeed, the defender produces a ‘no’ answer in partial overlap
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with the judge’s question, following it with presenting additional information
that the clothes taken are not appropriate for the defendant (ll. 6–9).

At arrow 2, the judge produces a rephrase of the defender’s presentation. In
formulating a rephrase, the judge does not simply reproduce the defender’s 
position but does so by underscoring the irrationality of the defendant’s act 
(cf. Garcia, 1995). The judge employs a formulation of ‘jus’ took stuff,’ which
downgrades the intelligibility of the act (l. 10). Especially, by using ‘stuff ’ in 
formulating the clothes taken by the defendant, the judge underlines the unmoti-
vated nature of the defendant’s theft. Although the judge tries to downgrade his
emphasis on the irrationality of the theft by appending an objective formulation
of ‘not necessarily stuff fer her,’ it serves to display an absence of self-interest in
the defendant’s act by its implication (l. 12). Thus, the judge displays an accept-
ance of the public defender’s position, while moving the district attorneys away
from their conception of the defendant’s theft as a completely voluntary and
rational act. Indeed, the public defender engages in evidencing the irrationality of
the defendant’s act by going through the list of the clothes taken (ll. 17–19).

Thus, the judge subtly intervenes in both of the attorneys’ bargaining 
positions by developing a line of questioning that is mitigating in its import. The
judge moves the public defender away from his position on the defendant’s use of
medication in Extract 9, while moving the district attorneys away from their 
conception of the defendant’s theft as a rational, voluntary act in Extract 10. In
moving the bargainers in one direction or the other, the judge works to bridge
their conflicting positions and thus enhances the bargainers to move toward 
resolution.

Finally, in Extract 11 from the Frank Bryan Case, the judge presses the 
bargainers to overcome obstacles once they get to the bargaining phase. Recall
that Frank Bryan is charged with violating section 148 of the California penal code
(resisting a public officer) and section 647f (disorderly conduct). As mentioned
earlier, the 148 charge had a maximum penalty of 1 year in jail and a $1000 fine,
while the 647f charge carried a maximum 6 months and a $500 fine, hence the
latter of which was the less serious (Maynard, 1984). The bargaining involves
two stages. The first involves bargaining over which charge to drop in exchange
for a guilty plea to the other (Maynard, 1984). The second involves bargaining
over the sentence. Once the negotiators get into the bargaining phase, the district
attorney reports his position for the 148 charge (resisting a public officer). The
public defender asserts his position on the case as 647f (disorderly conduct) at 
ll. 1–3 in Extract 11.

Extract 11: FBC 3:18

1 PD2: Wull I- thu- I see it as a six forty seven ef. uh: ’e
2 didn’ lay hands on any officers, ˙hh if he ’and’t been
3 so drunk I assume nothing none’uh this woulda ha:ppened.
4 ˙hh[ h [I don’t think it’s worth any jail time=
5 DA3: [W[ell I-
6 PD2: =no matter what it is. ((“no” is garbled))
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7 DA3: I was being academic when I said that. [I   ]uh: I think=
8 PD2: [°Oh,]
9 DA3: =technically it’s a better one forty eight than it is a six

10 forty seven. <’E h’d (.) put the officers through thei:r:
11 uh: (1.2) mettle. In in uh collaring ’im.<They had ta pursue
12 ’im through the hou:se, a:nduh [all that [sorta (                )
13 PD2: [m-      [and they did a
14 very fine job of it. I have[ta wanna add.=
15 DA3: [(Oh)
16 PD2: =The officers: weh conduct was highly commendable. ˙hh and if
17 my client accidentally tripped a(h)nd c(h)onked hhis hhead, ˙hh
18 hhh I hha(h)m s(h)ure thhet (.)[˙hh ju(h)stice was ]d(h)one
19 DA3: [On the other hand I-]
20 DA3: I don’t know that the substantial interests of justice
21 require anythin’ more than a plea to six forty seven ef,
22 ( ): ˙h[h
23 J1:1 → [He’s been he:re, uh no:w for u[m:]
24 PD2: [hh]hh[h
25 J1:1 → [six hours¿
26 DA3: So uv I, your honor.=
27 PD2: =I I’ve su(h)- I (buhl(h)ievet) [(hih)
28 J1: [We’ll give you credit [for=
29 PD2: [˙hhh
30 J1: =ti[me served.
31 DA3: [Yes sir heh heh [(˙hh)/(hah)
32 PD2: [Okay, uh: twenny fi dollar fine? <does
33 that so:und [justicy?][justice]able?
34 DA3: [W e: ll, ][  u m: ]
35 DA3: Um: (0.4) i- hh (0.4) [( )
36 PD2: [>I made it up. [ I’m sor ]ry. I didn’t=
37 DA3: [Yih got-]
38 PD2: =look at the diction- I made up a [°w o rd.<]
39 J1:2 → [Well he’s ] gonna dismiss
40 the one four eight,
41 PD2: Okay,=
42 J1:2 → =’n you’d plea to the six four seven ef,=
43 PD2: =Ye[ah
44 J1:2 → [‘n what would you realistically
45 (0.8)
46 PD2: Well what are you asking for.<>Lemme I mean I always usually
47 go along with whatever Jerry says.<

During the contention over which charge is appropriate, the public defender 
displays a position that the offense is not ‘worth any jail time no matter what it is’
(ll. 4 and 6), which has an implication for the sentence bargaining. As jail time
and fines are co-members of the class of the sentences, the defender’s utterance
hearably implies that the prosecution may get a guilty plea and fine if charge con-
cession is made (Maynard, 1984). Indeed, the district attorney backs down from
his earlier position on the 148 charge (l. 7). As the public defender sardonically
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implies the possibility of police brutality (ll. 13–14, 16–18), the district attorney
acknowledges the defender’s position for the 647f charge (disorderly conduct) in
terms of the ‘substantial interests of justice’ (ll. 19–21).

As soon as the district attorney acknowledges the defender’s bargaining 
position on the charge of the defendant, the judge moves the bargainers forward
into the sentence bargaining. At arrow 1, the judge moves to the terms to the 
sentence bargaining by invoking the fact that the defendant has spent 6 hours in
the courtroom. Having already been put on notice by the defense that the offense
is not ‘worth any jail time’ (l. 4), the judge suggests by implication that the
defendant has already served some time. Thus, the judge implicitly moves the bar-
gainers toward the sentence without jail time while displaying alignment with
the defender’s position. Thereby, the judge presses the bargainers to move to the 
bargaining over fine without jail time. Indeed, shortly after the judge’s talk at
arrow 1, the public defender proposes a very small fine of $25 (ll. 32–33).

However, when the defender proposes a $25 fine (ll. 32–33), the judge does
not approve it. At arrow 2, the judge nudges the public defender toward a 
proposal of more than $25 by setting the terms to the bargain. After the public
defender backs off from his use of the word ‘justiceable’ (ll. 36, 38), the judge
intervenes to elicit another proposal from the defender at arrow 2. In so doing, the
judge sets the exchange system of plea bargaining as a term to the elicited bar-
gaining proposal. Through the turn design of a complex question with prelimi-
nary statements, the judge establishes the charge concession made by the
prosecution as a context for appropriate bargaining proposals (ll. 39–40 and 42).
Thereby, the judge implicitly presses the defender to make some concession in
turn, while presenting a neutralistic posture through the device of questioning
(cf. Clayman and Heritage, 2002). Moreover, the judge incorporates ‘realistically’
into the wh-question of eliciting the defender’s proposal (l. 44). Thereby, the
judge implies that the earlier proposal of a $25 fine was not realistic. In so doing,
the judge conveys his conception of the range of realistic settlements as a fine of
more than $25 vis-à-vis fairness of justice.7 By inviting the defender to modify his
earlier proposal, the judge moves toward the settlement with a fine of more than
$25. Eventually, the prosecution proposed a $75 fine, to which the defense 
proposed a compromise offer of a $50 fine (see Extract 7). The bargainers ended
by agreeing with a $50 fine.

Thus, the judge presses the bargainers to overcome obstacles by balancing the
two conflicting bargaining positions. While leaning on the side of the defense by
implying dismissal of jail time, the judge then disapproves the defender’s proposal
in terms of realistic settlements. By moving the bargainers toward resolution with
a fine of more than $25, the judge shapes the range of appropriate outcomes in
terms of a conception of what is fair in this case. Thus, in balancing the two posi-
tions, the judge works to balance the scales of criminal justice. On the one hand,
the judge accomplishes efficiency of moving the bargainers toward resolution by
setting the terms of the sentence bargaining as dismissal of jail time. On the other
hand, the judge achieves fairness of justice by moving the bargainers toward the
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outcome of a fine of more than $25. Through this activity of balancing efficiency
and fairness of justice in the process of moving toward an outcome, the judge
tries to balance the two dimensions of justice in the plea-bargaining system.

Conclusion

In the analysis, I demonstrated three kinds of judicial conduct in these recorded
plea-bargaining encounters. First, the judge may display an attitude or an out-
look toward the accused or aspects of the case in an embedded manner, which I
referred to as displaying stance. His stance is consequential for the ways in which
the attorneys take and formulate their positions at various junctures in the 
subsequent talk. Second, the judge can facilitate the bargaining process. He can
organize an opening and a closing of the bargaining encounters, and elicit bar-
gaining activities from the attorneys. Through the activity of agenda manage-
ment, the judge accomplishes efficient processing of the caseloads scheduled for
the day in question. Third, the judge may move the bargainers toward resolution.
He may overtly suggest a bargaining proposal, subtly intervene in the bargaining
positions to show approval or disapproval, and press the bargainers to overcome
obstacles. In moving the bargainers toward resolution whether overtly or subtly,
the judge influences the bargaining processes and outcomes by orienting to
efficiency as well as a conception of fairness and justice in each case.

The significance of the analysis lies in what it conveys about the judge’s role
in the implementation of criminal justice in plea bargaining. The analysis demon-
strates that the judge’s conduct influences how attorneys take, develop, and
modify their bargaining positions and arguments. The judge’s intervention 
contributes to shaping the bargaining processes and outcomes in each plea nego-
tiation. Thus, the judge’s role in bargaining interactions contributes to imple-
menting and shaping justice in and as practice (cf. Maynard, 1984; Maynard and
Manzo, 1993). In the course of conduct described here, the judge shapes the 
ideal of justice as balanced against the practical demands of the courtroom. In
these data, justice in plea bargaining is implemented in actual practices and gets
shaped by the practical ways in which the judge manages his intervention in the
interactions between the prosecution and the defense.

While justice in plea bargaining is shaped by the judge’s conduct, the judge’s
activities conform to the institutional demands of the American criminal justice
system. As noted earlier, the American criminal justice system endorses plea bar-
gaining for its practical efficiency. The Supreme Court evaluates plea bargaining
as ‘an essential component of the administration of justice,’ because ‘if every
criminal charge were subjected to a full-scale trial, the States and the Federal
Government would need to multiply by many times the number of judges 
and court facilities’ (Langbein, 1979: 262). In addition, the society considers trial
as a ‘costly, inefficient stage’ with a waste of time and effort (Friedman, 1979:
257). Given this institutional demand for efficiency, judges are pressured to use
plea bargaining to expedite case processing (Heumann, 1978). However, the
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American criminal justice system obliges judges to remain neutral. The President’s
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice rules, ‘the
judge’s role is not that of one of the parties to the negotiation, but that of an inde-
pendent examiner to verify that the defendant’s plea is the result of an intelligent
and knowing choice and not based on misapprehension or the product of
coercion.’ In orientation to such a normative obligation to serve as a neutral
arbiter, judges strive to maintain a formally neutral or ‘neutralistic’ posture in
performing their conduct (cf. Clayman and Heritage, 2002).

These conflicting normative and practical demands of the American criminal
justice system are consequential for the judge’s conduct. The obligation of neu-
trality imposed on the judge limits the ways in which the judge can pressure the
attorneys in enacting efficient case processing. While intervening in bargaining
interactions, the judge constrains his conduct to questioning, eliciting bargaining
positions, indirectly suggesting a possible solution, and displaying an attitude in
an embedded way, all without advocating a substantive position on the case or its
outcome. Thus, the institutional ideal of neutrality limits the extent to which, and
the manner in which, the judge can actually intervene in bargaining interac-
tions. While contributing to shaping the bargaining processes and outcomes, the
judge’s interventions are constrained by the normative obligation of neutrality as
reconciled with the administrative demand for efficiency. In this sense, the judge’s
conduct both shapes and is shaped by the administration of justice as balanced
between neutrality and efficiency.
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N O T E S

1. The American Bar Association’s (ABA) Standards for Criminal Justice, the ABA’s
Professional Ethics Committee, the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, the President’s
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, and the United States
National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals all rule that
judges should not be directly involved in pretrial negotiations (Alschuler, 1976; Heinz
and Kerstetter, 1979).

2. Maynard (1984) points out that current theories of plea bargaining ignore the ques-
tion of how negotiators actively ‘enact’ the plea-bargaining practice. He analyzes the
plea-bargaining system as an ‘inside’ activity accomplished by practitioners through
the discourse system of negotiation.

3. See Extract 11 for detailed analysis.
4. Heritage and Sorjonen (1994) find in informal medical encounters that and-prefaced

questions not only re-establish a course of action with its agenda, which was briefly
departed by intervening talk, but also mark such resumption.
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5. The American Bar Association’s Standards for Criminal Justice rule, ‘the trial judge
should not participate in plea discussions.’

6. While subtly mitigating the defender’s position on the defendant’s use of medications,
the judge displays a posture of formal neutrality. By employing the device of question-
ing, the judge exercises such intervention without taking up a substantive position (cf.
Clayman and Heritage, 2002).

7. Note that the judge indirectly sanctions the public defender’s proposal of a $25 fine in
terms of its ‘justiceability’ (l. 33). While eliciting another proposal from the defender
(arrow 2), the judge re-configures fairness of justice in terms of ‘realistic’ amount of
fine, thus not overtly rejecting ‘justiceability’ of the defender’s earlier proposal.
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